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27 november 2008 INTERPOL                                
Ronald K. Noble      
200, Quai Charles de Gaulle         
69006 Lyon France

FBI Londond/USA                       
J.Edgar Hoover building 935 
Pennsylvania Avenue NW America

Int.Criminal Court  
Prof Catharina a. mac Kinnon                    
 PB 19519, 2500 CM The Hague

Ronald Noble, FBI, Mossad & Catharina A. mac Kinnon of ICC,

Catharina A. macKinnon,

mr Luis Moreno Ocampo appoints you for Gender crimes, referring to Africa.

Did he also inform you about the fact that he - personally - tortures a Dutch woman who started a 
lawcase against the Dutch supreme court, parliament Balkenende & municipal Bloemendaal on 1 may 
2007, with ICC?

I am this woman. You can  read the complete file  on www.desireestokkel.nl

As you can see, I did get an offical letter of receipt.
But since than I am being ignored completely.
Letters of complaint are ignored.
In may 2008,  I asked  ICC-judges to stop the torture of the Prosecutors,  but they ignore me too.

ICC constanly lies to the world about this lawcase against NL = they hide it for the world... and give the 
NL-parliament freedom to become more violent every week.

Because I will die of exhaustion before ICC gives me back my fundamental human rights - and stops the 
war-makers in NL -, I informed FBI, Interpol, Mossad & Presidents of other nations on the criminal 
activities of ICC. 
All letters to foreign Intelligence services are published too.
On my tab President's offices, you see that some presidents recognize my ICC-case against NL officially.
Iran, for example.    But it doesn't make any difference for war-victums or national security = ICC still 
ignores me and refuses to claim new elections for NL-parliament.

Catharina A.macKinnon.... you have to make choice here:
● You assist ICC-prosecutors & -Judges in the way they torture me and manipulate me into death.

I think that there are more individuals from other European countires who are being ignored by 
ICC, so they won't get justice done. ICC is partial to EU-leaders and doesn't care for the fact that 
this causes terrorism in Europe. Worldwide.  

● You recognize me as a victum of NL-war ....and also want to protect me against  war-lords 
working for ICC, who continue their cruel policies feeling protected by UN Ban ki moon, UNHCHR 
& EU = You want ICC to be cleansed from criminals working overthere. 

● Or, you resign immidiately because you don't want to be involved in the torture of individuals 
- a woman who can't defend herselfe against the violence ICC-employees put on her - who bring 
evidence against statemembers to ICC for a fair lawcase.  Its unclear how many individuals are 
bing tortured by ICC-employees.

This letter is forwarded to Intelligence services for your security too.

Have a good inspiring day in the Galaxy... 
And I need your official respons on my file, to put the mind of terrorists at ease... 
Desiree Stokkel.

Perhaps I am lucky 
= It seems that I did win 1 million English pounds with a lottery, although the money is not on my bankaccount yet. 
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